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Musings

Editorial

elcome to the hot off the press, spring edition,
PMC newsletter. Following a Winter filled with an
unending series of Gales and storms, its nice to
welcome back the brighter and longer days of spring, after
a thoroughly unsatisfactory winter season. One look at the
forecast dissuaded all but the most hardy souls from
attending the winter meets other than for purely social
reasons. The constant battering meant a vastly increased
workload for some and heartbreak for others dealing with
flooded homes and ruined property. The lack of really cold
weather prevented the weekend snow and ice expeditions
without having to head off to Scotland or further afield,
thereby increasing costs and time commitments for those
willing to make the trip.
In this edition we have memories of last autumn’s Greek
oddysey and warm(ish) climbing down in the med from Lyn
Marsh.
Chief womble Clive Osbourne goes underground/overground
searching for left over wine in the dolomites, while
excursions of the two wheeled kind get a mention with an
account of the lung busting conquest of Snowdon, followed
by a maniacal descent by biking afficionado, Mr Dann junior.
Please don’t forget to send me your articles, pictures and
general stuff for inclusion into the club mag. Variety is the
spice of life so they say, and in order to keep it interesting I
need your input to make this a success and an interesting
read for our club members, so help me out here folks, its
your club too! Bookings for the 60th anniversary dinner are
going well, If you haven’t booked yet, Jump in quick before
they’re all gone, Monies to Clive along with menu choices
please.
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Lin Marsh
Recounts her
(mis)adventures on
the Greek isle

ell, it's THAT time of year
again – our eagerly awaited
annual trip to the island of
dreams (or possibly nightmares).

This year, visitors were staggered throughout the month
of October and consisted of myself, Nig, Gill, Sheelagh
Tony (Payne),Malc, Matt & May, Steve (Cox) and his daughter
Rochelle (Rocky) plus various friends of Steve's.

Nig and I started off on 28th as did Steve & Rocky, But whereas we opted
for the Stansted train, they chose to travel by coach to Gatwick, and were
ended up stuck on the M25 for hours, reaching the check -in queue for the
flight just 3 minutes too late to board. They had to return to Bristol and make
the trip on the Monday.
So that was setback number one – perhaps we should have taken it as an
omen!
Gill, Shee,Tony and Malc were due on Monday, but we lost Gill as her partner
Richard was taken ill and rushed into hospital about an hour before she was
due to depart. Thank goodness he's now recovered . But then we were one less.
On the first day of climbing, Malc, while climbing at Belgian Chocolates with
Tony took a bit of a fall and managed to injure his ankle, so he was out of
action for 3 days.
Setback number two involved the weather deciding to go bad on us. Nig & I
had just completed a few climbs at Sea Breeze when it suddenly turned nasty –
very strong winds and stormy skies. We got a lift back to Masouri in an open
flatbed truck and the heavens opened, and it hailed!- we just had to laughdrenched to the skin – apparently it was the first rain for 4 months!!
After that the weather got very cold and windy – even the locals were
surprised. We managed to let Matt & May know so they could bring warm
clothes (which of course we had not bothered to bring)!

O

n the Wednesday Tony and Sheelagh
decided to go over to Telendos to climb
the newish 9 pitch route Wild Country
(6a+) and described as serious and intimidating
in the guide (which Tony must have hidden
from Sheelagh, as she didn't know).
Well, we were all seated in our chosen eating
place, on an uncharacteristically cold &
windy evening when we got a text from
Sheelagh to say they were stuck on the
descent as it was too dark & dangerous to
proceed, so they had managed to find a
small cave to huddle in.(I can only
leave you to imagine the comments).

They managed to get back the next day. They had
completed the route of course, but lost time in finding the
start.
So it was now time for Matt& May to arrive. I'll let them tell their tale:-

W

hen May & I arrived it was quite windy, when we got to the port so
the sensible sailors on the standard ferry decided it was not safe to
sail. But regardless of the high winds a little boat was going to make
the crossing for the princely sum of 20 euro's per person. This boat set out & we
immediately regretted it, We were sitting on a cooler box in the middle of the
boat which was not bolted down & had no handles for us to hold on to so it
moved with us in the massive waves and we got thrown about inside the cabin.
Diesel fumes hung in the air and filled the cabin & combined with the tiny boat
crashing around in the dark, all the passengers quickly turned a sickly shade of
green. May started to feel faint & then promptly threw up! I believe that the boat
captain had an interesting business model of 'pay if you survive'!
A few days into the trip May somehow injured her toes on both feet (how?)
which made it too painful to put on her rock shoes which led to an enforced day
'tourist'ing'. (I think we've pretty much done Pothia to death -Lin)
A couple of days later, I was stung in the back of the head by a hornet, which
was quite painful for some time, and as a final insult, May caught a cold on the
last but one day, meaning we could not climb on the last full day & the half day
we wanted to use before catching our boat home. To fill the time, we attempted
to hire a scooter, but although they were available, the proprietor wouldn't hire a
machine for less than a week, so that was us scuppered!

Just chillin’
Lin again...
We were all eating in
one of our favourite
restaurants, when Nig
(having ordered his
best Calzoni pizza)
suddenly turned 'a
whiter shade of pale'
and rushed out of the
restaurant. (Not the
pizzas fault, he hadn't started it). He managed to get back to the studio, and put
himself to bed where he stayed for 4 days (apart from very frequent urgent trips to
the 'facilities') When it became evident he wasn't improving we called a local doctor
out on a visit who decided it was food poisoning (which we had guessed) and
prescribed an anti-biotic. A good friend scootered to the chemist to collect the
prescription and eventually Nig improved enough to make the journey home.
Now I haven't even mentioned the climbing, which was as great as ever for those of
us able to do any. Steve and Rocky did some great stuff in Grande Grotta. I can see a
time when Rocky catches up with her Dad, which is no mean feat.!
I enjoyed myself climbing with Sheelagh and also with Brian (a friend of Steve's,
who put up with my language and rather tatty rock boots, so thanks Brian! ) In my
defence at least I didn't wear white ankle socks. I left him my holey shoes as a
momento, and they're now hung up at Fati's (climbers) bar. May they rest in peace!
My best route was Mika (6a+) tho only top roped, I would love to attempt to lead it,
but think that's just dreaming.
Will we go back again? Well time is a
great healer, but we may skip a year. It
will take me longer than that to convince
Nig to come with me.
But I'm sure I'll be back.
optimist..…………….

Retro crag at the beach

Ever the

CAPTION
COMPETITION
Win a free bednight at the cottage worth £5-00. All you have to do is send us your caption
for the photograph below- not too rude please! The funniest caption will win a voucher
entitleing them to a free bednight at the cottage valid for 1 year. I came across David’s
cousin, Rusty BOLT-ON KNIGHT standing beside a footpath in yorkshire, so he’s this
editions picture begging for an appropriate caption. Editors decision final, bribes accepted
at the normal location. I’m very partial to single malt! Good luck.

Winter edition winner
of the bednight
voucher:Rodney Benham with
“Gis a hand, this
chockstone will look
great on the climbing
wall!”

Publisher@peterboroughmc.co.uk
www.peterboroughmc.co.uk

PETERBOROUGH MOUNTAINEERING
CLUB
60 YEARS DIAMOND ANNIVERSARY
We are celebrating the PMC’s 60th Birthday on the weekend of 21st – 22nd
June.

MASS ASCENT OF TRYFAN.
We start off the weekend with a Mass Ascent of Tryfan on the Saturday. The
aim is to climb Tryfan by as many different routes as possible. This includes
climbing and scrambling routes as well as walking routes. There is something
for every taste on Tryfan. We aim to all meet together on the summit by 3pm
and have a little celebration cum party.
Once back at the cottage it is time to change into that ‘little black number’
and dicky bow for our formal dinner:-

DINNER AT THE ROYAL VICTORIA
HOTEL
SAT 21ST JUNE 7.30PM

Followed by our After Dinner Speaker Ian
Parnell showing slides & video clips of his
amazing routes.
Total cost £25 each.

Bargain of the Century!

The meal alone costs £20 The cost of the after dinner speaker plus the celebrations on
Tryfan amount to £1000 but as the club has sufficient finances we thought it would
make a generous gesture to provide them for free. Also included will be a special
club birthday cake and a 6oth anniversary commemorative mug!
A booking form is enclosed. Please indicate your preferred meal choices and enclose
a cheque for £20 each or credit the PMC account TSB sort code 30-96-60 A/c No.
02042180 Return the booking form to :- Clive Osborne, 34 Grange Road,
Peterborough. PE3 9DT
e-mail:- cliveosborne@talktalk.net.
If you would prefer to make a really sumptuous weekend of it then you can book
accommodation at the Royal Victoria Hotel by contacting them direct at:Llanberis, Gwynedd, North Wales. LL55 4TY.
Tel 01286 873403 View their
website at

www.theroyalvictoria.co.uk

and book on:- sales@theroyalvictoria.co.uk

DIAMOND ANNIVERSARY DINNER ON SAT 21�� JUNE 7.30PM AT THE
ROYAL VICTORIA HOTEL
Booking Forms to be returned to :- Clive Osborne, 34 Grange Road,
Peterborough PE3 9DT
Menu choices:
Tomato & pepper bisque
Chicken, duck & black pudding salad
Melon & pineapple
Mackerel salad
ooOOooOOooOOooOOooOOoo
Salmon & prawns
Lamb
Pork
Broccoli, onion & leek
ooOOooOOooOOooOOooOOoo
Mango crème brulee
Rhubarb & ginger crumble
Vanilla cheesecake
Bakewell tart & raspberry ice cream
Total Cost at £25 each

Number
……….………………
.……………………..
……………………….
………….…………..
.……………………..
……………………….
….…….……………..
…….…………………
……………….……….
……….….……….…..
.…….…………………
……………….….……
£……………………….

I enclose cheque payable to PMC for £…………..Or I have credited the PMC
bank account:- TSB sort code 30-96-60 A/c No. 02042180 Quoting the
reference “60 dinner...............….…………….…………… ( my name)”
Signed ………………………………………
Date……………………..
Print Name……………………………………………………………………………………….
Address-…………………………………………………………………………………………….
…………………………………………………………………………………………….
…………………………………………………………………………………………….
…………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………
e-mail address-…………………………………………………………………………………
Tel……………………………………………..Mobile....................….………………….

SNOWDON BY BIKE

I’ve been asked to prepare a little column for those who dabble in
a little two wheeled indulgence. So I’ll start with a big one, or the
biggest in Wales, Snowdon.
Personally one of my favorite rides, the Llanberris –Ranger loop.
Big, real, all mountain riding, expect a lung busting climb, some
hike-a-bike and several portions of arm pump and at least one
butt clenching moment.
As is the norm of the cycling community, I take the “easy” option
of riding up LLanberris path. This is a punishing climb starting
immediately up a steep road so settle into a good spin and grind
away.
It is possible to ride the whole of the Llanberris path though its
slightly beyond me and I’d rather save myself for the gravity aided
portion still to come. A little hike-a-bike is easier, and this is where
a camel back comes in handy, as it enables you to sit your bike on
top across your back rather than
on your shoulder.
Once/if you make it to the top its
Alastair Dann hits the
time to fuel up and pad up.
snowdon trail on two wheels

T

o make the most of all the hard work riding ( “cough” ) to the top, I
choose to use a 5-6” long travel bike, a full face helmet and knee
pads. The extra protection and suspension gives me a greater
confidence to push my limits on the decent. And the ranger path is one
hell of a decent!
The initial ridge is fast and open, cross winds allow moto-cross style
backend sideways riding. The biggest tip I can give is to look further
ahead than you would normally and let your peripheral vision guide you.
Hold on to the handlebars rather than hovering over your brakes as it
gives you much better control.
When you reach the switch backs and if you’re not dying of arm pump the
next section features more technical rock drops and a tighter channel.
Great fun but take it easy. Some of the lines are very technical as the
broken finger of one of our party testifies.
The bottom section is a lovely fast open cruise, just make sure you hop
the drainage channels or you’ll be fixing a few pinch flats.
The connecting pass between ranger path and Llanberris is a relatively
simple up and down, but the steep grass climb is a killer on the calves.
The majority of people I’ve seen on the climb walk and take the chance to
get their breath back. The run down from the pass is fast and open. The
only real obstacles being the drainage channels, (one of which caused a
nice pinch flat for one of my
party), and walkers. I always
find it best to slow right
down for pedestrians as
people can be unpredictable
and find it hard to judge
your speed. The descent
makes a great finish into
Llanberris, a fast road
section, promoting aero style
tucks, corner drifting and of
course the mandatory
biggest skid competition
before heading to the pub!
We filmed a the highlights
the ride on a video here:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
hReTdyHeebA&list=UUA78v_wuOkD
5njGuXzPpJ_w

of

Top tips
Look further ahead than you would normally, and try not to focus on one
particular obstacle or you’ll end up hitting it. The trick is to let your
peripheral vision take over.
Hold onto the bars rather than hover over the brakes. This means you wont
be dragging the brakes for no reason, avoiding heat build up and
unnecessary wear. Holding on the bar also gives you much greater control.
Stay loose. The bike needs to be able to move around under you, so let it.
The rock sections will be much easier if you let your bike move a bit
skimming off rocks rather than clattering into them. Staying loose will
reduce your arm pump and the force your body will have to absorb if you
are rigid.

Essential gear
Fluids
Emergency bag
Food
Jacket
Gloves
Helmet
Basic tools
Chain quick links
Pump/patches /tubes
Map
Bike selection
I’ve seen people ride Snowdon on a whole range of bikes from Halford
specials to full on downhill rigs. To make the most of the experience my
personal choice would be to recommend a 5 or 6” travel full suspension bike.
The extra suspension enables me to really push the speed on the descents.
On a XC hardtail be prepared to walk more sections on the descent. Decent
tyres are a must for the rocky terrain around Snowdonia.

One factor to be considered when riding Snowdon is the Voluntary Cycling
Agreement. Basically this agreement states: "it has been agreed that between the
hours of 10.00 am and 5 pm from 1st May to 30th September cyclists should not
cycle on the Snowdon bridleways". Although this sounds like a bit of downer
for mountain bikers, it is actually a great piece of access legislation. Please
observe the rules or else bikes risk a total ban all year round on Snowdon.
Riding a bike amidst the Summer hordes of tourists that swarm on the mountain
wouldn't be much fun anyway.

60 challenges

S

o, as a part of the 60 year celebration of the clubs existence, we thought it
would be fun to set members a challenge to encourage you to get out into
the great wide open and tackle something a bit different. The plan is to set
a series of classic challenges, something for everyone, and perhaps something
you wouldn’t normally do. We don’t expect you to attempt or achieve all of
them, but at the end of the year there will be a prize on offer to the most merit
worthy effort, to be decided by your trusted committee, ( the bribe line is now
open to the highest bidder). Challenges must be undertaken this year, anything
previous doesn’t count! Obviously documentary evidence must be provided for
submission -photos, articles etc for take in, but overall the aim is to enjoy and
have fun.

Slate Climbs
1 Solstice
2 Equinox
3 Looning the Tube
4 Seamstress
5 326
6 Titan

HVS 5a
VS 4C
E1
HVS
5+
4+

Walks
7 Snowdon Horseshoe -Crib Goch main ridge, Snowdon, Llewydd.
8 Oggie 8 -Carnedd Llewelyn, Yr Elen, Carnedd Dafydd, Pen Y Ole
Wen, Y Garn, Glyder Fawr, Glyder Fach, Tryfan.
9 Cadair Idris, Pumlumon, Pen Y Fan
10 Yorkshire 3 Peaks Wernside, Pen Y Ghent, Ingleborough
11 Newlands Horsehoe Catbells, Maiden Moor, High Spy, Dale Head,
Robinson
12 Cottage SkyLine
13 Nantle Ridge
14 Welsh 3000s
15 Bochlwyd horsehoe (Ascend North Ridge of Tryfan, continue over
Tryfan and up Bristly Ridge. Traverse the top of Glyder Fach and
descend Y Gribin)
16 Eskdale Horseshoe (Crinke Crags, Bowfell, Great End, Scafell
Pike, Scafell)
17 Cnicht and the Moelwyns (Cnicht, Moelwyn Mawr, Moelwyn bach)

Sea cliff (climb)
18 Bosigran Ridge (commando ridge)
19 Ledge Climb,
20 Demo Route
21 Banana Flake

Bosigran
Bosigran
Sennen
Sennen

Vdiff
HVD
HS 4b
Vdiff

Grit Stone (climb)
22 Hargreaves’ Original Route
23 Central Trinity
24 Narrow Butress
25 Inverted V
26 Christmas Crack
27 Black Hawk Traverse left
28 Black Hawk Hell Crack
29 Black Hawk Traverse Right
30 Chequers Climb
31 Janker’s Groove
32 Janker’s End
33 Topsail Birchen
34 Camperdown Crawl
35 Nelson’s Nemesis
36 Byne’s Crack
37 The Drain Pipe
38 Black Slab
39 Amazon Crack
40 Wobblestone Crack

Stanage
Stanage
Stanage
Stanage
Stanage
Stanage
Stanage
Stanage
Froggatt
Froggatt
Froggatt
Birchen
Birchen
Birchen
Burbage south
Burbage south
Burbage North
Burbage North
Burbage North

VS 4c
VS 4c
VS 4c
VS 4b
HS 4a
VDiff
S 4a
Diff
VS 4c
VS 4c
VS 4c
VS 4c
VS 4c
VS 4b
VS 4b
S 4a
VS 4b
VS 4b
VDiff

Multi pitch mountain days
41 Bowfell Butress
42 Grooved Arete

Bowfell
East Face of Tryfan

Vdiff
Vdiff

Multi Pitch classics
43 Little Chamonix
44 Milestone Buttress Direct
45 Tennis shoe
46 Faith
47 Hope
48 Charity

Shepheard's Crag
Milestone Buttress
Idwal Slabs
Idwal Slabs
Idwal Slabs
Idwal Slabs

Vdiff
Vdiff
HS
Vdiff
Vdiff
Vdiff

49 Lot’s Wife
50 Gambit Climb
51 Spiral Stairs

Glyder Fach
Clogwyn Y Ddysgl
Dinas Cromlech

VS 4c
VDiff
Vdiff

Scrambles
52 Old West Route Pillar III
53 Cam Crag Ridge Langstrath (Rosthwaite fell) I, II, or III
54 Cneifion AreteCwm Cneifion III
55 Crib Goch North Ridge Crib Goch I
56 Chasm Face Glyder Fach III
57 Pinnacle Ridge St Sunday Crag II/mod
MB
58 South Downs Way

98 miles, Winchester to Eastbourne

Long Walks
59 Offa’s Dyke 177 Miles
60 Hadrian’s wall path 85 Miles

D

ont forget there will be a prize on offer to the most noteworthy
effort in undertaking these challenges. All challenges must be
undertaken in 2014, anything previous does not count.
Documentatary evidence must be provided in the form of articles, photos
etc for publication in Take in.
Good luck!

Subterranean Via Feratta
Or “I didn’t join the PMC to go potholing but this is great.”
By Clive Osborne.

B

ack in the Dolomites again for a bit of sun kissed rock climbing, Mike Pratt,
Dick Bennett and I decided to explore the Lagazuoi Tunnels. This was to be
our “easy” day because access was by cable car and from there the route was
all downhill; it ticked every box in the Downhill Only Club’s criteria.
So stepping out of the top station we geared up with harness, Zyper lanyards, helmet
and headtorch; all of which were essential, and headed along a rocky spur to an
innocuous looking wooden door.
A wonky, weatherbeaten sign saying Tunnels was the only clue.
We entered into deep gloom. You could touch both sides of the tunnel with
outstretched arms and bang your head on the roof at
the same time

So what are these tunnels?

T

he Little Lagazuoi was the site of fierce combat during the First
World War. For two years the Austrians defended the top of the
mountain while the Italians attacked from their position on the
Martini Ledge below.
On June 20th 1917 after two years of tunnelling 1100m into the mountain
the Italians detonated 33000kg of blasting gelatin in order to dislodge the
Austrians. However the Austrians , hearing the construction work,
abandoned their position before the explosion and all the efforts of the
Italians were wasted.
Huge chunks of the mountain along with many tunnels were destroyed
but there still remain plenty of tunnels plus rooms for sleeping, caves for
storing logs to fuel the steam powered compressors that turned the drills.
Soldiers lived up here for months at a time so they tried to make it
comfortable. There is even an Officer’s Mess and Wine Store (well they
were Italian!)
The three of us clipped to the wire, turned on our headtorches and began
descending the slippery, well-worn steps. At no time could it be described
as difficult but you had to step carefully and mind your head (100 years
ago Italians must have been shorter than today)

W

e visited different rooms and looked out of numerous Observation
Windows or Gun Ports. Eventually we descended far enough to
step out on to the Martini Ledge into the sunshine.
We clipped on to the wire and scrambled along the horizontal ledge as it

traversed around the mountain. How on earth did hundreds of soldiers
manage to get along here and in particular pass each other without falling
down
the
thousand
metres
of
exposure?
Maybe they
did; fall I
mean
. We stepped
over gaps in
the ledge,
negotiated
gullies
banked out
with snow,
hauled
ourselves up
and lowered ourselves down on dodgy looking ropes till we found the
descent path. A pleasant walk down zig-zag paths through rhododendron
bushes in warm sunshine was a delightful finalé.

T

he club is
what you
make it,
and without
member support
in the form of
volunteering to
help with meets
and suggestions
of places to visit,
we will have an
impossible task to
provide the best
Events diary.
We need
volunteers (male
or female) to be
meet leaders for
the monthly
Wales meets.
This is not an onerous task; it might involve a little coordination to help
with peoples travel plans to the cottage. Then, once you are there, you only
really have to worry about making sure people do their tidying up on the
Sunday morning, and collect the fees.
If you are interested in leading a Wales Meet, please contact Jeff for more
information.
events@peterboroughmc.co.uk
We are also interested to know if there are any places that you would like
the PMC to visit. Is there a place that you have visited, or read about and
think that the PMC would benefit for organising a trip there, please let us
know.
Peter Machin
Chairman
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Thurs 15th May - Kendal mountain film festival- Lake district
Sat 17th May - Improvers Meet - North Wales - Gefnan
23-25th May- Bouldering, Fontainbleu, France
Sat 21st June PMC 60th Anniversary meet and dinner - North Wales
Sat 19th July-North Wales Improvers meet and OMC club Swop-Gefnan
Sat 16th Aug- presidents BBQ - Gefnan
Sat 30th August - 60 mile Duathlon - Climbing wall
Mon 1st Sept- PMC AGM- town sports club
Sat 20th Sept- north wales club meet -Gefnan
Sat 4th October- lake district Scramble meet- Threlkeld
Sun 5th October - viking challenge off road cycle - Redmile
Sst 18th Oct- north wales club meet -Gefnan
Weds 5th Nov - night navigation exercise- Peterborough
Sat 15th Nov - north wales chilli bash - Gefnan
Sun 30th Nov - PMC 60th anniversary slide show- climbing wall
Sat 20th Dec - Xmas meet- Gefnan

